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We show that for E sufficiently large, a certain sequence of the form 
{ exp( - t2/2 + ck t)} is a basis of the space of square-integrable functions on the real 
line with respect to the Lebesgue measure dr, in the norm generated by the measure 
dp = exp( -2&t*) dt. ‘c‘ 1989 Academic Press, Inc 
Let S be a subspace of an infinite-dimensional Banach space E, and let 
“ll.II” denote the norm of E. A sequence { uk} of elements of S is called a 
basis of S in E if for every o in S there exists a unique sequence of scalars 
{ck} such that u=CpZ1 ckvk, i.e., if lim,,, liu-C;=, ckuk/I =O. For the 
general properties of bases the reader is referred to Singer [ 1, 21. 
An important class of bases is that of complex exponentials, that is, 
sequences of the form {exp(&ti)}. The study of the completeness and 
expansion properties of such sequences in various spaces L,(a, b), where 
(a, 6) is a bounded interval, has its origins in the celebrated books of Paley 
and Wiener [3] and Levinson [4]. An excellent account of this theory can 
be found in Young [S]. By analogy, it is natural to study the properties 
of sequences of weighted exponentials (i.e., sequences of the form 
{w(t) exp(&N), where the 1, are complex numbers), on unbounded 
intervals. If G(x) denotes the Fourier transform of w (which for integrable 
functions will be defined by G(z) = (27-r- ‘I2 iEsc: w(t) exp(zti) dr), it is 
readily seen that for real & the translate G(x + n,) is the Fourier transform 
of w(t) exp(A,ti). From the isometric character of the Fourier transform, 
we conclude that for real 1, the closure properties in L,( - co, 00) of the 
sequences {w(t) exp(&ti)} and {6(x + A,)} are identical. Thus, the study 
of the properties of sequences of weighted exponentials and of sequences of 
translates are related. We should also remark on the connection with 
Wiener’s Tauberian theorems: If for instance f(t) is in L,( - co, co), and 
S = {f(t + c), c real}, Wiener proved that the linear span of S is dense in 
L,( - co, co) if and only if f(t) is almost everywhere different from zero. 
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(See, e.g., [6, p. 100, Theorem 121.) The closure properties of translates 
and of weighted exponentials (and other families of functions) are of inter- 
est in various branches of physics, where they find an application through 
the theory of coherent states (cf., e.g., Klauder and Skagerstam [7], 
Daubechies, Grossmann, and Meyer [8], Emch and Hegerfeldt [9]). 
In various settings, they have been studied by Edwards [ 10, 111, 
Ganelius [12], Landau [ 131, Faxen [14], and this author [15-191, 
among others. In view of this body of work, it is curious that there seem 
to be no examples of bases of weighted exponentials. The purpose of this 
paper is to investigate this problem. 
A sequence of elements of a given topological vector space E is called 
complete in E, if its linear span is dense in E. It is therefore clear that 
every basis is complete. From [ 15, Theorem 21 we know that for 
exp( - t2/2 + Ibk ti) to be complete in L2( - co, co), it is necessary that 
1’ 11, I p2 = aa, where “C”’ means the sum of all terms of the form 
indicated, with nonvanishing denominator. (Although [ 15, Theorem 21 is 
stated for real sequences { jWk}, it holds for complex sequences as well, with 
the same proof. This theorem is also a corollary of [ 18, Theorem 11.) 
Thus, sequences of the form { ck} cannot generate a basis in L,( - a, cc). 
The best we can hope is for sequences {A,} such that { /I, I’} behaves 
asymptotically like { ck). On the other hand, from [ 15, Theorem 21 we 
also know that if for some 6 > 2, C’ 1 I., I -ii = JCI, then {exp( - t2/2 + A, ti)) 
must be complete in L,( - CD, a). Thus, if { 1 ik I”} were to behave 
asymptotically like {ck”}, r < 1, this would imply that there is an excessive 
number of points, i.e., an infinite number of points could be removed from 
the sequence {IVk}, and the corresponding sequence of weighted exponen- 
tials would still be dense in L2( - a, a). This makes it unlikely that an 
infinite series representation in terms of such a sequence of weighted 
exponentials would have unique coefficients. 
The preceding discussion explains why it is reasonable to look for a basis 
of weighted exponentials such that I I,, I 2 = ck for some constant c. 
The orthogonality of the sequence {exp(kti), k = 0, * 1, 52, . ...} plays a 
fundamental role in the proof that it constitutes a basis of L,(O, 2n). On the 
other hand, sequences of weighted exponentials cannot be orthogonal in 
L,( - co, co), for this would imply that j”= exp( - t2 + iti) dt = 0 for some 
A, i.e., the Fourier transform of exp( - t2) has zeros. But since the Fourier 
transform of exp( - t2) is 2 ~ ‘I2 exp( - t2/4), this is impossible. This situation 
makes the search for a basis of weighted exponentials much more difficult, 
and we shall give here only a partial answer. 
Let ck=2[rc(k-l)]‘~‘2, k=2,3,4 ,...; c,=l; cx-=-c +; k= -1, 
- 2, - 3, . ..) and gk(t) = exp( - t2/2 + ck t). Let Lq( -co, co) denote the 
Banach space of functions ,f(t) that are square-integrable on ( - x, x) 
with respect to the measure dp = exp( -2~~) dt, endowed with the norm 
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11 f 11 2,C = [j “5 a ( f( t)l 2 exp( -2&t’) dt] ‘j2. In particular, Li( - GC, cc ) is the 
space of square-integrable functions on (- co, co). We shall write 11 f /I2 
instead of II f l12,0. Repeating the argument used in the preceding 
paragraph, it is clear that sequences of weighted exponentials cannot be 
orthogonal in L;( - co, co). In this paper we shall show that for E > $, {g, } 
is a basis for the subspace L2( - co, co) of L;( - co, co) (i.e., it is a basis in 
the norm of L;( - co, cc)), but we shall first introduce some additional 
notation that will be used in the proof. 
For k = f 1, k2, +3, . . . . let dk = -ic,, pk(dk) = 1, and for z #u’,, 
P~(z)=Q~z-~(z~+ l)(z-dk)-’ exp( -z*/4) sin(z2/4), where u, = -(i/2) 
exp( - a) sin a, a ~, = (i/2) exp( - $) sin a and, for I k I # 1, 
It is readily seen that the pk(z) are entire functions. Note, moreover, that 
there is no zero common to all the pk(z). It is also clear that 
gk(t) = exp( - t*/2 + dk ti) and that the d, are purely imaginary. We have: 
THEOREM. Let E > 4. Then { gk} is a basis of L,( --CD, co) in 
L;( --co, 0). 
The sequence { gk} should play a role in the study of bases in 
L;( - co, co) analogous to that which the sequence {exp(kti)} has in the 
study of bases in L,(O, 27~). 
To make the argument easier to follow, we shall first prove some lemmas 
upon which the proof of the theorem will be based. We begin with: 
LEMMA 1. The sequence S = { exp( - t2/2 + ck t); k = + 1, &- 2, + 3, . . . . } is 
complete in L,( - 03, ~0). 
ProoJ: Assume S is not complete in L2( - co, cc). Then there is a non- 
zero bounded linear functional on L2( - co, co) that vanishes on S. Thus 
there is a function r(c) in L2( - co, co), not equivalent to zero, such that 
i 
cc 
exp( - t*/2 + ck t) r(t) dt = 0, k= +1 +2 +3,.... - ,- ,- (1) 
-m 
Let P(z) be the Fourier transform of exp( -t2/2) r(t), i.e., 
P(z) = (277) --I’* i‘l, exp(zti - t2/2) r(t) dt. 
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Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have 
=c,(llrl/2)2exp(~2)J‘% exp[-(y+t)2]dt 
T 
= c2 exp( y2), 
Setting PI(z) = exp(z2/4) P(z), it is thus clear that 
IP,(z)l 6c2ev(I~12/4). 
Moreover, from (1) we conclude that 
(2) 
P,(-ick)=o; k= k 1, k2, +3, . . (3) 
Setting Q(z) = P,[~(~z)‘~‘z] P,[i2(n)“’ z], and a = (4n))1’2, we infer from 
(3) that 
and 
Q(+k”2)=Q(+ik”2)=0; k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (4) 
Q(+u)=Q(+iu)=O. (5) 
Moreover, applying (2) we conclude that 
I Q(z)1 d c3 exp(n I z I 2). (6) 
By an application of the Morera and Fubini theorems, as in, e.g., Rudin 
[20, p. 3713, we see that P(z) is an entire function. Since exp( - t2/2) r(t) 
is not equivalent to zero, it is clear that P(z) does not vanish identically. 
We thus conclude that Q(z) is a not identically zero entire function. 
We now consider two cases: If r(t) is essentially odd (i.e., odd on 
(-co, co) except on a set of measure zero), it is clear that P(z) is odd. On 
the other hand, if r(t) is not essentially odd, r(t) + r( - t) is essentially even 
and not equivalent to zero. Let n = {ck; k = k 1, _+2, + 3, . ...}; since dE A 
implies that -de /1, substituting r(t) + Y( - t) for r(t) in (1 ), we can in this 
case assume without loss of generality that r(t) is even, and therefore that 
P(z) is even. 
Since exp(z2/4) is even, in view of the remarks made in the preceding 
paragraph we see that there is no loss of generality if we assume that Q(Z) 
is an even function. Thus, if { zk; k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . } is the set of zeros of Q(z) 
that have a positive real part, or are purely imaginary and have a positive 
imaginary part, then every zero of Q(Z) is either at the origin, or equals zk 
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for some k, or equals -z~ for some k. From (4) we also know that 
{z:; k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 1 contains the set of all nonvanishing integers. 
Applying Hadamard’s factorization theorem [21] we readily infer that 
Q(z) = B, zZm exp(az2) fi [( 1 - z’/z:) exp(z’/zf)], 
&=I 
where m >, 0 is an integer and B, # 0. Thus, if R(z) = B, 
exp(az) np=, [( 1 -z/z:) exp(z/z:)], it is clear that 1 R(z’)I < 1 Q(z)1 if 
1 z I 3 1, whence from (6) we conclude that 
I R(z)1 d c4 exp(n I z I ). (7) 
It is moreover clear that R(z) vanishes on the set of nonzero integers. 
Moreover, from (5) we also deduce that R( fa2) = 0. Hence, setting R,(z) = 
z(z+u2))iR(z) if zf -u2, and R,(-a2)=lim z--a 2 z(z + a’)-’ R(z), we 
see that R,(z) is an entire function, I R,(z)1 <c, exp(rr lzl), and R,(z) 
vanishes on the set of integers, whence by a theorem of Valiron and Polya 
[21, 9.4.21, R,(z) = B, sin rcz, and therefore R,(z) vanishes only on the set 
of integers. However, the definition of R,(z) implies that R,(u') = 0. Since 
u2 is not an integer, we have obtained a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The proof of Lemma 1 is similar, but not identical, to the 
proof of [19, Theorem 5(a)]. In particular, the transition from Q(z) to 
R(z) seems to have been used for the first time there. 
LEMMA 2. Let 
g(y)=j z l(x+iy)y4 [l+(xi+y)2] 
~ x 
xexp[-(x+iy)2/2] sin2[(x+iy)2/4]l dx. 
Then g(y) exp( -y’) is in L( - a, co). 
Proof Clearly 
I exp( -z2/4) sin(z2/4)j dexp[(-x2+Y2+2 jxyl)/4] 
=expC-(1x1 -I ~1)2/4+~2/21. 
Thus, if 1~121, 
g(~)Ck,~~2exp(y2)~~~expC-(lyl-x)2/21~x 
= k2yd2 exp(y2), 
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and therefore 
I , ,i,,,,g(y)exp(-).2)dy~k2j Y~*~Y<~o. ITI 2 I 
On the other hand, by an application of the bounded convergence theorem 
we readily deduce that g(y) is continuous on (- co, co). In particular, this 
implies that g(yJ) exp( -y’) is integrable on (- 1, l), and the conclusion 
follows. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. There are integrable functions hk( y) and a positive real 
number A, such that for k = f 1, f2, + 3, . . . . 
s $ Ipk(x+iy)12dxdhk(y)exp(-$/2+y*) (8) 
and 
I h,(y) 4 GA. (9) R 
Proof: We shall assume that 1 k 1 # 1. The proof for k = - 1, 1 is similar 
but simpler and will be omitted. In the sequel, m = ) k I - 1. 
Assume first that I y + ck) < 1. Since (k 1 > 2, this implies that ( y I > 1, 
and therefore 
)z *(z2+1))=Il+z 2[<2. (10) 
From the elementary inequality ) sin z I < 6, I z I exp( I y I ) we have 
I sin(z2/4)1 = I sin[(z2 + 4mn)/4] I 6 6, I z* + 4rnn I exp[ I xy l/2] 
db, Iz2+4mx) exp[(x2+y2)/4]. 
Since I exp( -z2/4)/ = exp[( y* -x2)/4], it is clear that 
lexp( -z2/4) sin(z*/4)1 d b, (z2+ci/ exp[y2/2] 
=b, lz’-d:I exp[y2/2], 
and we readily conclude that I p,(z)/ < 6, / ak 1 /z + dk) exp[ y*/2]. Since 
Iz+4 d IxI+Iy-c,I d Ixl+Iy+c,l+2lc,l d lx)+1+2lc,I = 
Ix) + 1 + 4(m7r)‘12, we see that 
s /P~(~+iy)12dx~b3exp(-2m~+y2). (11) III c I 
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On the other hand, if 1 XI > 1 it is clear that )z - d, / > 1. Since 
1 exp( -z2/4) sin(z’/4)1 bexp(y2/2), and (10) holds in this case as well, we 
have 
1 ,.\-,>l ld-~+~~)l*dx 
Iz-*(z*+ l)j’ I=-d,l-*dx 
62 I~k12exP(~2)j,y,,, Iz-*(z*+ 1)(z-dk))21 dx. 
Since l(z2 + l)(z - d,)-‘1 = I(z + i)/(z - dJ/(Z - i)/(z - &)I = 
Il+(~~+~)l(z-~~)lIl+(dk-i)/(z-ddk)I~(1+~dk+i~)(1+~dk-i~) we 
conclude that 
((z*+ l)(z-dk).-*I <b, )d,(*=b,m, (12) 
and therefore 
s ,r,,l II)h(*+i?l)12dx$bbexp(-2mx+y2)j;~,,, Ix+iyl-*dx 





Combining the preceding inequality with (1 l), we thus conclude that if 
Iy+c,IdL 
s 3c ~ oc I pk(x + iy)l * dx d b, exp( - ~$2 + y’). (13) 
Assume now that 1 y + ck I > 1. Then I z - dk 1 > 1, and therefore (12) is 
satisfied also in this case. and we conclude that 
5 yX IPk(X+iy)l*dxddgg(y)exp(-2mn), (14) 
where 
x exp[ -(x + i~)~/2] sin2[(x + i~)~/4] I dx. 
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If wk(y) denotes the characteristic function of the interval defined by the 
inequality 1 y + ck 1 d 1, combining (13) and (14) we conclude that 
Since from Lemma 2 we know that g(y) exp( -y’) is integrable, setting 
hk( y) = w,,(y) + g( v) exp( -y’), the conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. Let mk(t) denote the inverse Fourier transform ofpk(z). Then 
there is a constant d, independent of k, such that 
I z Imk(t)12exp(t2)dt<dexp(-c$2), k= +l, f2, &3 ,.... x 
ProofI From Plancherel’s identiy we know that 
1X Imh(t)/2exp(-2yr)dt=\r Ipk(x+iy)12dx. 
r -5c 
Applying Lemma 3, we thus have 
z x 
I I 
I m,(t)1 2 exp( -y2 - 2yt) dt dy 
J; z. 
dcexp(-c$), k= + 1 +2, +3, . . . _ , - 
Applying Fubini’s theorem we thus see that 
J; J[. 
I i I mk( t)l* exp( -y2 - 2yt) dy dt 6 c exp( - ci/2), -3c -1 
i.e., 
expC-(y+t)21dy Imk(t)12exp(t2)dt<cexp(-c:/2). 
Since ST00 exp[ - (y + t)*] dy = zli2, the conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem. Let bk( g) = f?= g(t) m,Jt) exp(t2/2) dt, where mk is 
the inverse Fourier transform of pk. Then 
b,(g,,)=Sr exp(c,t) m,(t) dt =lX exp(d,ti) m,(t) dt =pk(d,,), 
,l, Tc 
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i.e., 
bkkt) = 6, kr (15) 
where 6,, k is Kronecker’s delta (that is, we have shown that { gk} and (hk} 
are hiorthogonal). Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 4, 
we have 
lhk(c?)i2~ /I gii$ lmk(t)i* exp(t*) dt d 4 II g II : exp( - ~:/2), 
z 
and therefore 
lb,(g)1 64 I/ g//2‘%‘-C$). 
Thus, 
Since 
-(E+f)t*+Ckt= -[(&+f)‘,‘*t-;Ck(&+$) “*]*+C;/(&+‘Q 
we conclude that, if m = i - l/(4& + 2) and c = (E + i)l/*, I/ bk(g) gk( t)ll 2,c d 
d, II g IIZ exp( -mc:)Il exp[ - (ct - cJ(2c))*] II*, and therefore 
/I bk(g) gk 112, E c 4 /I g(t)llz exP( -MC:). (16) 
Let S,(g, t)=~o<Iklsnbk(g) gk(t). From (15) and the linearity of the 
functionals bk(g) we readily conclude that iffk is in the linear span of the 
set nk={g,;r= fl, +2, +3 ,..., fk}, and n>k>O, then 
‘%(.fk> t, =fdf). (17) 
Moreover, if E > $ we see that m > 0, whence C,“=, exp( -nc:) < GO. Since 
c; = cz,, applying (16) we conclude that 
IlSn(gt )llzrG4 II dt)ll,. (18) 
Let f(t) be in L2( - CO, co). Applying Lemma 1 we readily deduce 
that there is a sequence {fk}, with fk in A,, such that lim,, % 
IIfk(f)-f(t)l12=o. Applying (17) and (18) we have 
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Thus, 
II f(t) - Sk(f, t)lI*,r G II f(t) -fk(f)ll*,e + II fk(f) - SAL f)ll2,c 
G (1 + 4)ll f(t) -f/r(~)ll*. 
Passing to the limit, we thus conclude that 
f(t) = i: bk(g)gk(f) 
k=-x 
in the norm of I,;( - co, co). The uniqueness of the representation readily 
follows from ( 15). Q.E.D. 
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